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What Can You See?
Visible Disability:
o A physical or mental impairment that substantially 
limits one or more major life activity/activities.
- According to the Americans with Disabilities Act
Invisible Disability:
o A physical, mental or neurological condition that is not 
visible from the outside, yet can limit or challenge a 
person’s movements, senses, or activities.




o PTSD / Mental health disorder
o Cognitive impairment / Brain injury
o Chronic illnesses
o Anxiety / Depression
o Psychiatric / Behavior disorder
o Hearing / Vision difficulty
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Remember
o Regardless if it’s visible or invisible, we are not defined 
by our disabilities
o Always use person-first language – identify the person 
over the disability
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UDL & the Like
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UDL
Universal Design for Learning
Framework to improve and optimize teaching & 
learning for all people based on scientific insights 









































From the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C):
o Components of Web Accessibility
o Accessibility Principles
o Videos & Resources
o How People with Disabilities Use the Web
o Older Users & Accessibility
o Accessibility, Usability, Inclusion




o Consider methods of delivery for you & students/colleagues
o Always choose fonts & colors that are easy to read & highly 
contrast with one another
o Size matters! Can someone sitting in the back read it?
o Descriptive text & captions make all the difference
o Consider providing notes, slides, or recordings before the 
delivery
o Gifs are fun…but can backfire
























Provides support & resources with 
UDL as well as other inclusive 
instructional designs
Udlguidelines.cast.org
Provides resources, descriptions, and 
research on UDL and its many 
guidelines
W3.org/WAI
Provides information, guidelines, and 
resources for web accessibility
Invisibledisabilities.org
Invisible Disabilities Association 
provides support, resources, events 






“We define the body outside the mainstream fantasy of a ‘normal’ 
body. We characterize the body and the mind as diverse; hence, 
our use of the phrases bodily diversity and neuro diversity.”
- Invisible Disability Project
Thank You!
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